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The “FBS Christmas Advent” project is a Christmas project held by FBS.
Project dates: December 1 – December 29
Be a part of the FBS family – get a present every day before Christmas.
1. To start receiving the presents, a Participant should enter the valid name and
email on a project page by clicking on the “Participate” button. Moreover, it is
possible to authorize through with one of the suggested social networks
(Facebook, Google+). After the authorization process, a Participant can open a
bauble with a gift in the calendar daily.
2. Every day, a Participant may get one random gift among:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

FBS branded hoodie.
FBS branded T-shirt.
FBS branded holder for documents.
FBS branded bag.
FBS video and text educational materials.
FBS Forex Book.
Online courses from FBS.
Postcards from FBS.
Lists of top books, movies, and blogs for traders from FBS.

3. Not all the gifts may be in stock at the moment, and the number of presents
is limited. Thus, the Company reserves the right to change the list of gifts. Prize
images may differ from the actual prize.
4. To receive the presents from number 1-4 in the list, a Participant has to give
their actual address upon the request.
5. Every day at 00:01 GMT+1, a bauble with the number corresponding to the
current date becomes available.
6. If a Participant does not open the baubles in the calendar for several days,
they can open them any day before the end of the project.
7. A Participant can open a bauble daily until December 25, 2020, at 23:59
GMT+1. After that, it will be impossible to open any bauble to get a present.
However, the calendar and all the presents remain available for the Participants
for six months after December 25, 2020. A Participant will have half a year to
get the gifts from the calendar.
8. On December 29, the Company holds the live Grand Prize draw on the FBS
Facebook page among all the participants. The Participants have a chance to win
randomly one of the grand prizes:
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1) iPhone 11 Pro Max.
2) FBS trader pack: a case for MacBook, hoodie, document holder, and bag.
3) Personal online consultation with an FBS analyst on Forex trading.
The Company reserves the right to change the list of the prizes, the date, and
format of the draw.
9. The Company defrays the present/prize shipment expenses. Tax payments
have to be covered by a Participant. The Company may refund the amount of
tax paid by a Participant according to the receipt. A Participant bears the
expenses for the re-sending of a present/prize.
10. The presents/prizes cannot be paid out in cash.

